Using Behaviour Trees to Verify Protocols in Complex Sensor Networks
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I. Abstract

Information assurance, privacy and other requirements of sensor systems is complex. Proposed sensor systems contain many different components and hence are inherently complex. The complexity hinders security proofs and analysis, so that proving a protocol is secure within an entire system is rarely performed. Instead researchers only show a sub–system is secure, for instance, communication between two or three nodes. We show how Genetic Design Methodology can effectively model the security requirements of a sensor system, and be used to model and show the security of a complex sensor system.

A home health care system, with both body and external sensors is an example of a complex sensor network system. The complexity of the system increases as we add more sensors to obtain more data. For instance, blood pressure increasing due to exercise is normal. However, increase in blood pressure while at rest could mean a serious medical condition. Sensors may not just measure physiological values, but also body motions, which can lead to a number of different sensors needing to communicate with each other. As the number of heterogeneous sensors increases, so will the complexity of interactions between the sensors.

Figure 1 gives a diagrammatic representation of a home automation system that can be used in monitor the elderly. The diagram shows the communication of the sensors with the central home controller. The home controller is a specialized device that is situated at home and is connected to the internet. In the case where this system is part of a health system, the home controller is a specialized device that communicates the necessary information to the hospital. Depending on the health risks and privacy concerns of the patient all of the information may not be transmitted to a hospital. For instance, cameras (home sensors) may only start recording if the body sensors detect that there may be a medical emergency, such as the patient lying horizontal in the kitchen. Surveillance software can be used to detect if the patient is cleaning the kitchen, or getting something from the ground, or there is actually an emergency. If the software does detect an emergency, the hospital staff is notified; they examine the information, and decide on the best course of action.
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